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Not only now, MC Lyte was the greatest female rapper of all time, . she was good from almost every performance; her songs and her wonderful unique face have always been deeply sincere. Inspired by her, Lou SalomÃ© became an international star by the early 70s, turning into a musical star. Charles Stern toured with multi-stars from the 70s and 70s such as
Marilyn Monroe, Gloria Estefan, Bo Diddley, and Tina Turner. And everyone who reached stellar heights in music became fans of Stern. He was a great guy, but his famous elegance and great "prince of pop" talent was hard to ignore. Many also fell in love with the Motel, a live weekend that Stern and Kate Rhodes spent at his estate in Beverly Hills. Stern and
Rhodes divorced after 27 years of marriage, and she is considered the "Queen of Beverley Hills" today. The same can be said about the woman who was his biographer. Yes, their marriage was difficult, but she was a real professional who restored it. When Stern died in 1994, she was at his funeral and wrote a book about him; she has not been forgotten. And
finally, you never know what would have really been with Chelsea Handler if she hadn't become very popular. Chelsea has often been ignored by music critics. And sometimes, it seemed, no one even knew about its existence. Photographers often laughed and teased her in her youth. She was always lonely and many people didn't even know that she lives in
England and that she is famous for her songs and her photographs. And, in fact, she was just trying to survive.At a time when she was shooting for many magazines, photographed for covers, Chelsea was a drunk girl who worked on a cruise ship in the North Atlantic. This drove her into complete despair, and her deep black hair color almost disappeared. But in
recent years, Chelsea has again started shooting for Interview magazine. In the photo before writing this article, Chelsea is wearing a dress that she wore during the shooting for the magazine. Time doesn't really mean anything when we talk
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